Types of Clouds

In this worksheet, we will use a cloud chart to discover information about different types of clouds. For example, the lowest type of cloud is fog, a type of stratus cloud.

Exercise Questions:

1. What word do the puffy clouds share?  cirro  cumulus  stratus

2. What word do many of the low clouds share?  stratus  alto  cirro

3. Which 2 clouds make rain? _____________ and ________________

4. Which word do many of the flat clouds share?  cirro  cumulus  stratus

5. Which 'cloud' is actually made by planes?  contrails  cumulus  stratus

6. Which cloud makes thunderstorms?  cumulonimbus  stratus  fog
Answer Key

Types of Clouds

In this worksheet, we will use a cloud chart to discover information about different types of clouds. For example, the lowest type of cloud is fog, a type of stratus cloud.

Exercise Questions:

1. What word do the puffy clouds share?  cirro  
   cumulus  
   stratus

2. What word do many of the low clouds share?  stratus  
   alto  
   cirro

3. Which 2 clouds make rain? __cumulonimbus__ and __nimbostratus__

4. Which word do many of the flat clouds share?  cirro  
   cumulus  
   stratus

5. Which 'cloud' is actually made by planes?  contrails  
   cumulus  
   stratus

6. Which cloud makes thunderstorms?  cumulonimbus  
   stratus  
   fog
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